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Yoga is now a international wisdom for all the people in this world.
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Yoga therapy
Yoga and stress
Yoga and depression
Yoga and anxiety
Yoga and trauma
Yoga and cancer
Yoga and heart
Yoga and hypertension
Yoga and diabetes
Yoga and meditation
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Na#onwide survey on adverse events of yoga
Takakazu Oka1), Tomoko Matsushita2)
1) Department of Psychosoma<c Medicine, Graduate School of Medical
Sciences, Kyushu University,
2) Faculty of Arts and Science, Kyushu University

３

【subjects and methods】
1) Yoga class a8endees

n=2508

224 yoga classes, 40 prefectures
Adverse events during the class on the survey day

２）Yoga therapists

n=271

who are cer<ﬁed by the Japan Yoga Therapy Society
Adverse events that had observed in their students to date.
by self-administered ques<onnaires

Adverse events were deﬁned as “undesirable symptoms or
responses that occurred during the yoga class”.

Harvard Medical School Guide to Yoga
hWp://harvardguidetoyoga.com/news/2015/4/8/yoga-safety-in-chronic-disease

Na#onwide survey on adverse events of yoga

h8p://harvardguidetoyoga.com/news/
2015/4/8/yoga-safety-in-chronic-disease

Yoga Safety in Chronic Disease

A survey of 2508 yoga class aWendees and 271 yoga therapists in Japan (released March 2015 in
BioPsychoSocial Medicine) found that nearly 30% of aWendees experienced an adverse event (deﬁned as a
"undesirable symptoms or responses that occurred during a yoga class") during class.
Over half of the yoga class a8endees (53.5%) had chronic diseases and 1063 (42.3%) were being
prescribed medica#ons at hospitals. In terms of age, 36.5% of the class par<cipants were in their 60s and
16.3% in their 70s.

Study Popula<on Diseases. Matsushita and Oka BioPsychoSocial Medicine 2015 9:9 doi:10.1186/s13030-015-0037-1

Need for Personal Assessment of Each Client

Swami Yogeshwarananda Maharaj
in Pahalgam Kashmir on 1980
In Ladak Indian Tibet

I have been practicing yoga for the last eighty years. I have made a study of all systems of
yoga through actual practice as well as otherwise. Of the people who come to me to learn, I do
not know who comes here with what intention, curiosity or eagerness. Are they eager to know
the soul or know the Brahman or want to learn only yoga postures and pranayama? Those who
come here should meet me privately, individually, and let me know what it is that they
want to learn or desire to have. In the absence of this specific information about individual
requirements, we go on imparting instruction according to our own will and in a general way.
Unless a learner gives expression to the particulars of his goals, we cannot attend to his specific
requirements.

Human Structure / Function Theory
• Five Sheath Theory of Human Structure / Function
of TAITTIREYA UPANISHAD

• The Chariot Theory of Human Structure / Function
of KATA UPANISHAD／BHAGVAD GITA

Taittirèya Upanishad has presented this systematically.
Human existence is of 5 major sheaths
VIJNANAMAYA
(intellect) KOSA

MANOMAYA
(mind) KOSA
PRANAMAYA
(vital air) KOSA
ANNAMAYA
(food) KOSA

ANANDAMAYA(
bliss) KOSA
FIVE LAYERED EXISTENCE OF HUMAN BEINGS
（renounce, abandon each cover）

Antahkarana chatushtaya
(4 psychological organs)

1) Ahamkara (I-ness)
2) Chitta (memory storage)

3) Manas (mind/reins)
4) Buddhi
(Intellect)

10 Indriya (10 horses/sense organs)
5 Karma Indriya (organs of action)
5 Jnana Indriya (organs of perception)

Atman
(Self)

BODY
（Physical/Subtle/Causal）

Human Chariot Theory from the Katha Upanishad and Bhagavad Gita

Yoga Therapy’s Pathogenesis Theory and the Vijnanamaya Kosha (1)

Our bodies have various organs, such as the heart,
lungs, and liver. Traditional yoga says we also have
four psychological organs, one of them being
the Buddhi. From a western psychological
perspective, the Buddhi can be understood
as intellect or sensibility. Its characteristic function
is to recognize the information from the ten horses (organs of perception and action)
and then to discern, predict, decide, and issue orders for action. The orders for
action are sent to another psychological organ, the manas (the mind/reins), which
then guides five organs of perception (eyes, ears, etc.) and five organs of action
(hands, feet, etc.) which then start moving accordingly.

Yoga Therapy’s Pathogenesis Theory and the Vijnanamaya Kosha (2)
From a yoga therapy perspective, unhealthy
functions by the organs of perception and action
arise when the Buddhi’s functions of recognition
and discernment are compromised, often
leading to stress-related disorders, include
psychosomatic illnesses and lifestyle diseases.
The problems in the Buddhi create effects that ripple to the physical
body. For example, breathing changes after misapprehension of an
outside stimulus by the Buddhi. The hypothalamus controls the body’s
respiratory functions, and when it is affected, other functions of the
autonomic nervous system are also influenced, potentially leading to
problems in cardiorespiratory functions and disrupted breathing.

Yoga Therapy’s Pathogenesis Theory and the Vijnanamaya Kosha (3)
Illnesses that arise due to mistaken cognition
have been understood in Ayurveda as imbalances
in the psychological doshas (rajas and tamas),
and can cause many disorders, such as neurosis,
adaptation disorder, and psychosomatic diseases.
This mistaken cognition, or misapprehension of information from the ten
indriyas by the vijnanamaya kosha, is called “ignorance” in yoga.
Ignorance includes, for example, mistaking what is finite for the infinite,
or harboring negative feelings such as stubbornness, obsession, anxiety,
and depression. There is also ignorance in the way the vijnanamaya
kosha apprehends information from memories stored in the chitta (an
organ of the Anandamaya kosha).Avidyā is taking the non-eternal, impure, evil and
non-Ātman to be eternal, pure, good and Ātman respectively. <Yoga Sutra Ⅱ-5>

Ayurveda and Mind-Body Relationship

The Charaka Samhita of 7 volumes

The internal medicine of Ayurveda
There are three types of therapy--spiritual,
rational and psychological. Spiritual therapy consists
of recitation of mantras, wearing roots and gems, auspicious acts,
offerings, gifts, oblations, following religious precepts, atonement,
fasting, invoking blessings, falling on (the feet of) the gods,
pilgrimage etc.
administration of

Rational therapy consists of rational
diet and drugs. Psychological therapy is

restraint of mind from unwholesome objects.

(Charaka Volume I, Chapter 11, Section 54)

Psychic dosas/predispositions of Ayurveda
Diseases are innumerable because there are innumerable kinds. Dosas/predispositions
are numerable because there are not so many and they can be counted. Hence (I) will

Rajas and
tamas are two psychic(Manasic)dosas/predispositions.
They cause disorders like passion, anger, greed, confusion,
envy, conceit, narcosis, anxiety, excitement, fear, and
exhilaration. Vata, pitta and kapha are the bodily dosas/
predispositions. They cause disorders such as fever, diarrhea,
swelling, phtisis, dyspnoea, prameha,
leprosy etc. Thus dosas are said to relate to the person in their
explain disorders only as examples but will describe dosas fully.

entirety while the disorders only partially.

(Charaka Samhita Part 3- Chapter 6-Section5)

From ancient times Ayurveda has been
a Psychosomatic Medical Theory!
These (psychic and somatic) diseases
sometimes occur together and are
associated mutually, such as passion and
fever, etc.
(Charaka 3-6-8)

The relationship between Physical and Mental Doshas

There are three doshas of the body—vata, pitta and
kapha. They all affect the body in certain ways.
Rajas and Tamas are two doshas of the psyche.
When the physical, psychological or both affect
the psyche, morbidity arises. If not, morbidity
does not arise.
(Charaka Samhita Part4-Chapter4-Section34)

The psyche is of three types-sattva, rajas and tamas.
Sattva is said to be devoid of defects due to having
beneficial functions whereas rajas and tamas are
detrimental because of the functions of agitation and
ignorance respectively. Out of these three types of
psyche each one has innumerable subdivisions due
to relative degrees and variations in interaction of
psyche and body according to species. Body follows
psyche and vice versa. Hence some of the types of
psyche are described here as illustrations by
showing their similarity with some well-known
symbols.
(Charaka 4-4-36)

Yoga Therapy Assessment using 5 Sheath Theory

【Assessment ① Characteristics of the buddhi’s cognition】
Yoga Sutra-bas ed State
of Mind As s essment
(YSSMA) s core
Yoga Sutra-bas ed
As s essment of
Mis recognition (YSAM)
s core

Chart to Document Yoga Therapy Assessment (YTA),

Yoga Therapy Instruction (YTI), and Changes in Client’s
Condition (CCC)

Bhagavad Gita-bas ed
Assessment of Karma
(BGAK) s core
Other SSIM scores

【Assessment ② Yoga Therapy Instruction (YTI) Plan Proposal】
Current Condit ion (subject ive and objective)

Inst ruct ion P lan

Annamaya Kosha
P ranamaya Kosha
Manomaya Kosha
Vijnanamaya Kosha
Anandamaya Kosha

【Assessment ③Yoga Therapy Instruction (YTI) Plan and
④Changes in Client’s Condition (CCC) after instruction】
Inst ruct ion (YTI) content
Annamaya Kosha

P ranamaya Kosha

P ost -instruct ion CCC (subject ive and objective)

【Case 2】14:30～14:50
身
privet room
身 体 面 （ 食 物 鞘 ）
体
Name of YT：Mr. kawakami
的
A n n a m a ya K o sh a
assistant Ms. Iwarta
Female Age 64
（Informa#on from MD） 呼 吸 面 （ 生 気 鞘 ）
Treated Heavy charged
P ra n a m a ya K o sh a
par<cle therapy 3 <mes

心
理
的

意識のあり方（意思鞘）
M a n o m a ya K o sh a
認 知 面 （ 理 智 鞘 ）
V ijn a n a m a ya K o sh a

～五臓説アセスメント Five Kosha Assessment～
・右下肢全体に痛み
・鼠蹊部に皮膚潰瘍
・眠りが浅い
・呼吸の意識化が可能
・ゆったりとした呼吸（３～４秒ほどの呼息）の制御が可能
・自然と閉眼で実習をされる。
・アイソメトリック実習時、緊張する筋肉の部位を意識化可能
・病院の方々に感謝の念をお持ち

・実習中も、何度となく「ありがとう」と感謝を口にされていた
・毎日の注射と点滴が辛い。

記憶領域（歓喜鞘）
A n a n d a m a ya ko sh a

・転院前は全く笑わないほど辛い日々を送っておられた

Thank you for your attention!

